Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the NCUC Pre Policy Writing Course at 13UTC for 60 mins

Rafik Dammak: hello

Olga Kyryliuk: Hi

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome!

Mónica Trochez: Hi!!

Maryam Bakoshi: welcome Monica

Mónica Trochez: (: 

Mohibullah Utmankhil: hello everyone

Cláudio Lucena: hi everyone

Maryam Bakoshi: You can find the links to the Public Comments on the Pod at the lower right side

Beatriz Rodríguez: Hi, sorry I am late.

Maryam Bakoshi: welcome Beatriz :) 

Beatriz Rodríguez: Thanks Maryam

Mohibullah Utmankhil: i can not hear anything is it started

Mohibullah Utmankhil: ?

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi Mhibullah yes it has

Beatriz Rodríguez: yes Mohibullah, see your speaker

Maryam Bakoshi: Maybe try to re-enter the AC room?

Maryam Bakoshi: @Mohib, Please let me know if you can hear now?

Mohibullah Utmankhil: yes it is fine now thank you

Maryam Bakoshi: Awesome, thank you
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: know anyone who can join dialing in to our webinar? whatsapp our dial in numbers for them https://lists.ncuc.org/pipermail/ncuc-discuss/2018-February/043764.html

carlos vera - isoc ecuador SPANISH: hello from Ecuador Carlos Verá

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome Carlos

Nick Shorey: Without seeing the full document, I'd say there's no need to repeat the welcome para in the conclusion

Nick Shorey: in the conclusion / recommendations get straigh to the point

Nick Shorey: 'Welcome' is a very positive term. If not wanting to be so satisfied, can use 'notes' i.e. "NCSG notes..."

Carina Birarda: Hello from Argentina

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi Carina, welcome!

Carina Birarda: thank you!

Rafik Dammak: IRT that is quite history, 2009 :)

Zakir: Q: is it ok to respond to public comment as part of two different groups/orgs. i.e as part of ones employer, as member of constituency, and may be in personal capacity.

Maryam Bakoshi: Thank you for your question Zakir. There will be a Q & A at the end of the presentation. Jim will be able to answer your question then. Thank you!

Zakir: thoughtthis question would be helpful for newcomers, may be.

Zakir: @maryam. thank you.

Rafik Dammak: @Zakir I would think that is not related to comment writing per se . we got people who participate in SG comment and writing their own individual comment wheere the y develop some positions that didnt get consensus

Zakir: thank you @Rafiq. so it is recommended??

Rafik Dammak: @Zakir I dont see mutual exclusivity , as group we develop common and consensus position, if someone want to elaborate more or want also to show support s/he can write an individual comment
Rafik Dammak: as those comments on IRT, giving more weight to position by several comments supporting the same idea

Zakir: thanks again Rafik.

Thato Mfikwe: Hi everyone, apologies for joining late, can someone please help mute my mic as I have noise interference, thanks.

Zakir: dears. i may have to leave the webinar a bit early before it comes to an end. have another meeting, and gotta move in 5-10 min. it was very useful. will listen to the q@a recording later. thank you.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Great hints Jim, thank you very much

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi Thato, welcome. Your mic isn't connected at this time.

Rafik Dammak: thanks Jim

Thato Mfikwe: Ok, thanks

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Hmm let's see the amazing questions

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: and thank you all for joining

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: yes

Mohibullah Utmankhil: thank you

GZ Kabir: Looking forward to see you in PR

Akinremi Peter Taiwo: Hope the document for the training would be shared.

Maryam Bakoshi: Yes Peter, I will send it to the mailing list

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: and Peter we also have slides and recording from yesterday out already > https://lists.ncuc.org/pipermail/ncuc-discuss/2018-February/043762.html

Thato Mfikwe: Sound is a bit low

Akinremi Peter Taiwo: Thanks Renata

Olga Kyryliuk: Q. For how long one should silently follow the PDP before commenting himself? Is there any right moment to start commenting? Is it advised to start with drafting comments as part of constituency or try as an individual first?
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: good dilemma claudio! When are we ready to do a comment by ourselves?

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:42) --------------

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Case by case decision to dive in :)

Cláudio Lucena: Fair enough, I hope we can continue with that

Liz Orembo: sorry guys got to leave early for another engagement. looking forward to the call materials.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Indeed Claudio, this is a great learning experience

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Thanks Liz and all for joining again

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:44) --------------

Liz Orembo: Thanks Renata, this is so helpful.

Rafik Dammak: @Olga being in PDP is not necessaril prerequisite for drafting comment, it can helpful but a necessity.

Rafik Dammak: not a necessity

Rafik Dammak: what is important first is to read the background material and review related to the public consultation

Shreedeep Rayamajhi: great question Renata

Olga Kyryliuk: @Rafik thank you

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:49) --------------

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Thanks Jim, this gives me many insights :)

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:51) --------------

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Correspondence to board and policy statements are indeed strategic communications which we need to think more about

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:52) --------------

Nick Shorey: @Maryam can that be captured as an action for Jim in the meeting notes.

Shreedeep Rayamajhi: just a query willa specific research done in personal capacity contribube to the process

--------------- (02/23/2018 13:55) --------------

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Shreedeep I think your question got cut

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: ah ok now I read it
Cláudio Lucena: It definitely will, Shreedeep. That’s the way to go, by the way, if you’re not a member of any constituency

Olga Kyryliuk: Thanks for the answer, Jim

Shreedeep Rayamajhi: thank

Shreedeep Rayamajhi: u

Cláudio Lucena: If you are engaged in a constituency it is always a good exercise to exchange ideas, but even so it does not prevent you from researching and contributing in personal capacity

Thato Mfikwe: How and can we get a copy of the presentation slides?

nvsathyasree: I am a newcomer and not into any organisation. individual public coments are they entertained? is it mandatory to join any org?

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: @thato slides and recording from yesterday out already > https://lists.ncuc.org/pipermail/ncuc-discuss/2018-February/043762.html

Thato Mfikwe: Thnx

Cláudio Lucena: The process of curating the contribution from members for a constituency comment is also a bit different and certainly trickier, Rafik. I think this should be essential while preparing fellows for future leadership positions

Cláudio Lucena: good one

Rafik Dammak: @Claudio you mean consulting members? I am not sure to understand the last part about preparing for future leadership

Cláudio Lucena: I mean curating comments efficiently is a necessary skill for leadership positions

Cláudio Lucena: and an ability that we do not develop naturally. training helps

Rafik Dammak: @Claudio, thanks I was not really talking about that :) solving comments and edits are collaborative work when we try to find acceptable wording

Akinremi Peter Taiwo: I think the technicality of ICANN make it difficult to comment.

Cláudio Lucena: thank you, Rafik
Shreedeep Rayamajhi: thank u team

Adam Peake: Thank you.

Nick Shorey: Thanks Jim, thanks Maryam, thanks Renata, thanks aall

Rafik Dammak: thanks Jim!

Akinremi Peter Taiwo: Thank you

Cláudio Lucena: hope to see you all soon

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: Thanks!

Olga Kyryliuk: Thank you

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: bye

Pascal Bekono: THANK YOU

Mónica Trochez: Thank you, bye

Thato Mfikwe: Bye

hanan khatib: thank you all

Mohibullah Utmankhil: bye thank you all

hanan khatib: thank you all